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in: Drinks, Craftable Items, PC 1.2.4 Share Was this site useful for you? We very much appreciate you whitelisting us or using this link when you buy from amazon (no impact on your order). Was this site useful? We very much appreciate you whitelisting us or using this link when you buy from amazon (no impact on your order). Was this site useful? We very
much appreciate you whitelisting us or using this link when you buy from amazon (no impact on your order). Was this site useful? We very much appreciate you whitelisting us or using this link when you buy from amazon (no impact on your order). From the Terraria Wiki The mining potion is a buff concoction that provides a mining buff when consumed. The
buff increases mining speed by 25%. It takes 10/8/5 minutes, but can be deleted at any time by right-clicking on the icon (), selecting the icon and deleting it from the trim menu ( ) or double tapping the buff icon (). It's a small chance that seems like a bonus drop for slimes. Crafting[edit | editing source] Recipes[edit | edit source] Notes[edit | edit source]
Trivia[edit | editing source] The sprite is slightly similar to a pick when turned upside down: History[edit | edit source] Desktop 1.4.0.1: Buff duration increased from 8 to 10 minutes. Desktop 1.3.0.1: Sprite updated, buff duration increased from 5 to 8 minutes. Desktop 1.2.4: Introduced. Not to be confused with summoning objects. For a sortable list of all
available weapons, as well as their statistics for comparison, see Summon Weapons List. Summon weapons are a type of weapon that spawns secondary characters that help the player during the battle automatically attacking enemies within range. You can't hurt them or kill them and cause compensation. Most summon weapons fall into three categories:
Hentoes, Sentinels and Whips. Minons are mobile characters that follow the player while the guards remain immobile. Furthermore, stardust armor, chlorophyte, armor and specific bonuses of Forbidden Armor summon the entity to fight for the player in a similar way to its henkers. The reason for the whips are related weapons that summon the damage
without quoting his hen thug. When an opponent is hit with a whip, the player's hento and guards immediately target him. Some whips have bonus effects that can be activated by henmen, but not by guards. There are currently 26 summon weapons in the desktop version, 25 in the mobile version, 19 in the console version, 11 in the old generation console
version and 5 in the 3DS version. Targeting diagram for moving targets (pre-1.4) Target graphics for fixed targets (1.4) Minions[edit | edit source] Minions are mobile characters. A they follow indefinitely until the player is dead, summon a replacement minion, manually delete their buff, or step out of the world. A number of Minons are available, some of which
can walk or fly and attack using melee or ranged means. The minion costs mana to summon initially, but follows the player indefinitely after that without additional costs. Minons provide continuous damage against opponents, which requires little or no attention from the player. The common boundary between the hen men is that each has a limited degree of
attack and damage, but different types also have different limitations of movement and/or attacks. Minions follow players in a similar way to Pets, flying and passing through blocks if necessary to keep up with the player's movements, although most cannot move through the blocks for the purpose of attack. Exceptions include henchain summoned by tempest
staff, xeno staff, desert tiger staff, stardust dragon staff and terraprisma, which can attack through blocks. The desktop version, console version and Mobile version can be pressed ⚷ Open/Activate with a minion summoner. This will target the entity closest to the cursor with the corresponding minion. As long as their henters are within their sights, they'll attack
him specifically. The target enemy will show swirling purple particles that remain behind a moving enemy or circling in front of a standing enemy (see pictures). By default, a player can only have one minion at a time. Different highlights can increase the player's minion capacity (slots), which can allow multiple simultaneous minions. The minion cap increases
the effect, the same minion can be summoned several times, or several different miners can be summoned. Minion cap increases do not affect pets or light pets. If the minion cap subsequently falls below the number of heners used, its hen miners are randomly selected and rejected until the number of miners is below the current ceiling. Minons disappear
when their player leaves the world and are not recalled when the player re-enters this or another world. The Spider Staff (the old generation console version and 3DS version), Optic Staff, Stardust Dragon staff, and Desert Tiger staff have special minion capacity logic. Check out their pages for details. Sentinels[edit | editing source] Sent sentinels are portrait
characters. Unlike the hentags, the guards do not follow the player and instead remain in place. In normal use, the guards last a fixed two minutes before disappearing; Unlike his hentags, they persist even after the owner dies. (But see the Tavernkeep's guards during their special use at the Old One Army event.) By default, only one guard can be
summoned at a time for a player. Tavernkeep armor and Old One's Army accessories (see below) can increase the player's guard, there may be several concurrent sentinels. Note that these accessories do not stack with each other, so the maximum guard image limit is 5: 1 by default, +1 is an accessory, and +3 +3 Armor. With sentinel cap raises in effect,
the same sentinel can be summoned several times, or several different guards can be summoned. In the old generation console version and the 3DS version, the player can only summon an all guard type and can not raise the cap. After the waiting look-out attack, it recharges before attacking again. This cooldown is circumvented initially by subpoena,
which dramatically increases guard attack speed at the cost of higher mana expense. Since the guards do not suffer from mana disease, this is a viable way to cause great damage from a long distance when immediately attacking a jatt. Whips[edit | edit source] Whips unlike other Summon weapons and instead acts as a conventional weapon. If used, whip
performs the usual attack, which does not take mana, swipe a wide cone towards the cursor or anywhere aimed. Whip deals with Summon's injury and as such does not deal with the critical hit. Each whip can pierce its range infinitely, but gradually takes less damage to each additional enemy they hit until they start inflicting 1 damage. The reason for the
whips is also variable. The severity of damage is loss of piercing and the size of the whip usually goes down and up, respectively, as whips get stronger. Despite summon weapons, whip affects certain effects that only work with melee weapons, only get melee modifiers, and have limited range, like melee weapons. Whip touches all increases in melee speed,
as well as flasks and autoswing features Feral Claws and upgrades. Whip does not affect increases in melee damage, or titan gloves boost melee weapon size. The function of the whip is how they make hen men and summonses to target the enemy hit, in the same way that other summoning weapons target enemies. Whip only the target enemies by hitting
them, unlike other Summon weapons. The enemy is targeted always by the last enemy hit by the whip, usually the furthest enemy away from the player to get hit. The main feature of the whip is the summon tag damage, which increases the damage each minion is hit by a set amount. Two endgame whips also feature subpoena tag critical strike odds that
allow subpoenas to handle critical hits. This critical strike of the subpoena label cannot be increased by raising the critical strike chance by another. Subpoena-label effects will only affect minion, not sentinels. Sentinels do not increase damage and are unable to handle critical hits through a whip. Some whips feature unique buffs and debuffs, apart from the
common debuffs of poisoned and fire! that two whips can cause. Two whips feature debuffs that activate the effect when the enemy of the debuff is hit by a minion. Like subpoena tag effects, these debuffs are only activated when hit by a minion, not a subpoena. These two debuffs are even generally immune enemies such as the Destroyer can be affected by
whip debuffs. The buffs that whip mostly increase melee speed, which becomes more potent for the stronger, later whip. These melee speed buffs are not limited to whips that give them and actually affect not only other whips, but also melee weapons in general. Cool Whip currently features the only buff that doesn't affect melee speed; Your buff creates a
damaging projectile that lasts for 3 seconds after the last time the whip hit something. List of Miners [edit | edit source] Pre-Hardmode[edit | edit source] Hardmode[edit | edit source] Item Minion Damage Source Bonus Blade Staff Enchanted Dagger 6 Dropped by Queen Slime. Ignores 25 protections. It doesn't trigger inviolability. Stay in the same position in
relation to the player, flying through blocks to attack enemies. Spider Staff Spider 26 Crafted: 16 (@/) causes the Venom debuff. Each spider counts 75% of the slot, although the player still can't summon one if there is one more full slot remaining. Sanguine staff Sanguine Bat 35 Fell on the Dreadnautilus. Stay in the same position in relation to the player,
flying through blocks to attack enemies. Optic Staff Twins 30 Crafted: 1 + 2 + 12 + 20 ( @ / ) Both twins gave birth to 1 minion. Pirate Staff Pirate 40 fell to pirates and flying Dutch. It doesn't trigger inviolability. Dwarf staff Dwarf 34 Fell plantera. Poisoned or Venom causes debuff to most enemies. Desert Tiger Staff Desert Tiger 41 found in Desert Chest. He
was summoned by the minions at 4:00 and 7:00. This increases the damage and the tigers speed each subpoena up to 9 subpoena. It doesn't trigger inviolability. Raven crew Raven 55 Fell pumpking. It doesn't trigger inviolability. Deadly Sphere Crew Deadly Sphere 50 dropped deadly sphere. n/ the Xeno Crew UFO 36 Fell on the Martian Saucer. Attacks
are immediate and cannot be missed. Tempest Staff Sharknado 50 fell to Duke Fishron. Both Sharknado and Mini Sharkrons have hit an enemy Stardust Dragon Staff Stardust Dragon 40 Crafted: 18 (@) Every extra minion summoned adds a segment to the main Dragon, increasing damage to Flies through blocks to attack enemies. Stardust Cell Staff
Stardust Cell 60 Crafted: 18 ( @ ) Launches additional projectiles against enemies of the player hits. Terraprisma Terraprisma 90 The Empress of Light threw it out if all damage is handled during the day. It doesn't trigger inviolability. Stay in the same position in relation to the player, flying through blocks to attack enemies. List of Guards[edit | editing source]
Standard[edit | edit source] Tavernkeep's sentries[edit | edit source] Sentries summoned by items from Tavernkeep are old one's army Relate. These are purchased defender medals (instead of coins) which are awarded only in the event room. First, they can only be used within the event, where they remain until the end of the event. All summoned guards10
will be sent to Etherian Mana; At the beginning of the event, the player immediately receives 10 Etherian Mana from the first guard and collect more as they kill enemies. Sentinels summoned with Etherian Mana are not subject to the retikenses of sentinels (see above). Other guards can be used at the event, but they will have the usual mana cost, duration
and sentinel limit. Each of Tavernkeep's frenzy weapons consists of three levels: Rod, Cane and Staff; the staff make the most expensive and the strongest. Each of Tavernkeep's various armor stocks enhances one of the four types of guards; see the article for details. Once the event is completed, they can be used outside the event and then operate as a
normal sentinel, costing ordinary mana to summon (5 points per tier) and lasting the usual two minutes. Etherian Mana cannot be used outside the event, so the usual sentinel limits apply: By default, only one guard can be summoned at a time, but armor sold by Tavernkeep and accessories dropped by event bosses such as Ogres can increase the player's
guard entry limit. This limit increase does not include non-Tavernkeep guards, such as the Queen Spider. Again, the supplements do not stack with each other. Whips List[edit | edit source] This content is transcluded to Whips § Types. Name Damage Special Range (tiles) Use time KB Rarity HM Sell Source Leather Whip 14 4 Summon Tag DamageDamage
reduced by 50% each hit on a swing. 11 30 0.5 01* 3 Zoologist (15) Snapthorn 18 6 Summon Tag DamageHitting enemies increase the attack speed of the Jungle's Fury buff. Damage was reduced by 40% with a single strike. 15 30 1 03* 1 12 + 3 + 3 ( @ / ) Spinal Tap 29 7 summon tag damageThe summons focused on struck enemiesBe better off against
more targets than most whipsDamage decreased by 15% each hit on a swing. 18 30 2 02* 150 90 + 55 ( @ ) Firecracker 40 Instead of increasing minion damage, the enemy hit is surrounded by fiery energy, which next explodes when attacked by a minion, 2.75×/3× with the usual damage of the minion. Damage was reduced by 34% with a single strike. 21
30 2 04* 3 Cool Whip 50 Hitting enemies summons the snowflake henter to attack the enemy and all nearby enemies, doing 10 damage. The snowflake ignores the armor. Also causes Frostburn to debuff for 4 seconds. Damage was reduced by 30% with a single strike. 23 30 1.5 04* 4 8 + 8 + ( @ / ) Durendal 55 9 Summon Tag DamageHitting enemy
increases the attack speed of Durendal's Blessing buff. Damage was reduced by 20% with a single strike. 24 30 2 05* 460 12 ( @ / ) Dark Harvest 100 Hitting enemy adds dark energy too. When his henmen attack the enemy with dark energy, the Flares and damage nearby enemies (not the original target) with 10 damage per hit. Hitting enemies increases
the attack speed of your harvest time buff. Damage was reduced by 10% with a single punch. 28 30 3 08* 10 Morning Star 180 5 Summon Tag Damage+5% Summon Tag Critical StrikeDamage reduced by 5% each hit in one fell. 28 45 11 08* 6 Kaleidoscope 180 20 Summon Tag Damage+10% Summon Tag Critical StrikeDamage reduced each hit by 10%
with a single trick. 33 30 4 08* 5 Certain armor kits evoke a unique minion when wearing the full set: All armor summonses are available on the table and can be obtained on Stardust Guardian consoles and mobiles. Leaf Crystal (see bottom of this section) is available on all platforms. Each player can only have one armorminion, which remains active as long
as the armor is worn and can be controlled by double-pressing the ▼ Down key. They don't matter between the minion and the guardcapites. See also chlorophyte armored letter crystal; It can't be controlled like a minion, but it provides constant attacks on nearby enemies. Boost gear[edit | edit source] Basegame Armor[edit | edit source] Appearance / Name
Total Minion Boost(s) Head Chest Legs Total Defense Source Flinx Fur Coat +1 minon capacity +5% minion damage n/ a 1 n/ a 1 Crafted: 10 + 8 + 8 ( @ ) or10 + 8 + 8 ( @ ) Bee armor +2 minon capacity +23% minion damage 4 5 4 Crafted: 30 Obsidian armor +1 minion capacity +31% minion damage +35 % whip speed and whip size 4 6 5 15 Crafted: 60 +
30 + 20 (or ) Forbidden armor +2 minion capacity +25% minion damage +Ancient Storm 6 12 8 Crafted: 3 + 46 (or) Spider armor +3 minon capacity +28% minion damage 5 8 7 Crafted: 36 Hallowed Armor (the Hood) +3 minon capacity +10% minion damage +7% (all) damage 1 15 11 Crafted : 54 Tiki armor +4 minon capacity +30% minion damage 6 17 12
Sold witch doctor after Plantera has been defeated. Spooky armor +4 minon capacity +58% minion damage 9 11 10 Crafted: 750 Stardust armor +5 minon capacity +66% minion damage +Stardust Guardian minion 10 16 12 Crafted: 36 + 45 Tavernkeep's Armor[edit | editing source] Accessories [edit | edit source] Any accessory that increases melee speed
can enhance whip speed, and the autoswing property of Feral Claws and upgrades applies to whips. There are melee accessories that have little increases only whip, not the subpoena themselves. Item Whip and Melee Boost(s) Source Feral Claws 12% Whip and Melee Speed All Whips and Melee Weapons Now Autoswing Found Ivy Chests, Jungle Chests
and Blackberry Chests Power Gloves +12% Whip and Melee Speed Increased Weapon Size/Range All Whips and Melee Weapons Now Autoswing Crafted: + Berserker's Glove +12% Whip and Melee Speed All Whips and Melee Weapons Autoswing +8 Defense In Multiplayer, Enemies Are More Likely to Target You Aggro Effects Effects it's better
singleplayer where aggro does not matter. Crafted: + Moon Charm +5.1% Whip and Melee Speed (Boost only activated at night or during eclipse) (No Stack of Celestial Shell) Dropped by werewolf with Full Moon Mechanical Glove +12% Whip and melee speed increased weapon size/range enhanced knockback all whips and melee weapons now Autosw
crafted: + Fire Gauntlet +12% Whip and melee damage and speed Increased weapon size / range Increased knockback and fire damage All whips and melee weapons are now Autoswing Crafted: + Buffs [edit source] Achievement[edit source] Notes [edit | editing source] While all Summon weapons can receive mythical modifier, The relentless modifier
offers the most effective minion boost solely by increasing the henhorse damage to one hit most. Reduced mana cost, increased speed, critical strike rate and strikeback provided by Mythical are less useful because Summon weapons only use mana once (for the first summons, not minion attacks themselves), hen miners can't deal with critical hits, and their
knockback is negligible even with modifiers. One exception is slime staff and Flinx staff and finch staff because rounding turns out to be the same damage bonuses. The speed of the weapon is not very useful for minion or sentinel-summoning weapons, as it only reduces the time it takes to summon. Minions/sentinels won't attack faster with a speed modifier.
Minons never attack other players, making them useless in PvP. Some minion weapons can still harm players if they are specifically targeted (Frost Hydra, Rainbow Crystal Staff) or if they deal with accidental contact damage (Ravens). All attack-capable mounts are considered extresible damage. This includes: Painted Horse Mountain, Majestic Horse
Mountain, Dark Horse Mountain, Goat Mountain, Pirate Ship Mount, Tree Mount, Santank Mount, Slime Mount, Winged Slime Mount, Basilisk Mountain, Unicorn Mountain, and Scutlix Mount. Just a few henjo piercing attacks: Slime, Imp, Twins, the Stardust Dragon, Terraprisma, and all three Ballistas. This can be important if a player uses other piercing
weapons. Once summoned, the minion's attack will not change, even if the player adds or removes damage-enhancing equipment (or buffs). Before summoning minons, it's a good idea to load all available damage bonuses and buffs (both minion damage and minons), even if you have no intention of using the equipment in the field. (No longer covered as in
1.4) It is not necessary to upgrade the Avenger Emblem to an Destroyer Emblem for the purpose of minion damage, as they are unable to deal with critical hits. However, the Emblem also benefits from any other weapon that can be used alongside its heners. Of course, if you have both logos, the damage bonuses will not stack. His henmen do not attack the
In dungeon, you have not been hostile to the player as a result of another attack. His henmen that deal with relationship damage continue to deal with accidental relationship damage to cultists without specifically targeting them, which then causes them to be hostile. Keep in mind that when trying to obtain the You And What Army result, Spiders doesn't count
as full henjoys, but twins don't. Starting with desktop version and mobile version 1.4, the strategy of summoning minons is with accessories that have threatening prefixes, then switch to Warding accessories to effectively maximize damage and protection no longer works, as hen miners are now updating the damage according to the accessories worn by the
player. However, this can be useful in certain situations. Whip affects the melee speed increases and can be autoswung with Feral Claws or cams equipped. Tips[edit | editing source] Henhors do not distinguish between enemy-summoned statues and normal enemy spawns. This causes them to sometimes interfere with enemy-based engines, as they zip off
the cutting of any statue summoned by enemies in range (The Stardust Dragon is particularly prone to this behavior). Summon weapons is the only weapon type that is not regularly available in the first part of the game. While the first summon weapon, the Slime Crew is technically the earliest available weapon, extremely rare and likely invisible until much
later in the game. However, it can be bred for the use of mud sculpture as soon as the mechanic shows up. Even if you're not playing as a summoner, it's always good to have a minion around to help you take down smaller or weakened enemies. Having a minion takes out some passing bats, slimes, zombies, and so on can sharply improve your quality of
life while wandering around the night surface, caves, jungles, and more. Doubly so if you're going to build, collect bait, chop wood, or otherwise do something besides fighting – in fact, such projects might want to add a second minion to help fend off interruptions. Keep in mind that your heners will attack Slimes even during the day when slimes are nominally
neutral. In areas where King Slime also spawns instead of regular silt (surface layer, outer third of the map), traffic can lead to repeated visits by the king. All tavernkeep guards can be called back continuously to automatically update their attack. However, this is less effective than the use of a weapon from another class. In expert mode, summoners can
usefully wire a bat statue to a switch near the base or spawn zone. Spawning a bat and refueling a few hits (a contract with Feral Bite) allows the player to summon his henmen with an extra 20% damage bonus, but it's best to Home. Desktop version and mobile version The Kaleidoscope whip may prove more useful In the Morning Star, since kaleidoscope
has a higher drop rate for a particular boss than the Morning Star, the subpoena tag damage is higher, and it's faster, with more critical strike chances, which is better than simply a slightly longer range and more damage. The Morning Star, however, can be a great push back and useful in events to hold back the enemy. Maximize minons[edit | editing source]
Minion number[edit | editing source] Maximum possible minon capacity 11. It requires fitting Stardust Armor that also gives you a Stardust Guardian, and Papyrus Scarabeus, Necromantic Scroll, and Dwarf Necklace accessories. It also stipulates that it must be under the temporary influence of the summons concoction and the mesmerizing table. Minon
Damage[edit | edit source] Note that the calculation of the damage consists of two steps. First, the weapon damage itself is set to the weapon modifier (and rounded to the nearest integer). Only after all the other modifiers are added and applied to the weapon damage. Damage bonuses only need to be active while actually summoning your heners. This
allows you to summon a few minons at maximum damage and then demot part of the damage bonus to increase the limit to summon more miners for slightly less damage. Update 1.4.0.1 changes the calculation of the car bonus at the same time, which means that the car bonus removed while the minion is active will be removed from the minion. Thus, the
next loadout is no longer useful as a setup procedure, although it remains a powerful summoner build. The relentless modifier of the minion-summoning staff gives up +18%. Other modifiers can be maximized as follows: Mixed armor kit: Accessories: + 15% from Papyrus Scarabeus. + 15% of the Hercules Beetle. + 15% of the Summoner logo. + 12% for
Avenger Emblem. + 10% of any of the following accessories: Necromantic Scroll, Destroyer Emblem, Celestial Stone, Celestial Shell, any Ogre accessory (Apprentice's Scarf, Huntress's Buckler, Monk's Belt, Squire's Shield), or Solar Stone (day), or Moonstone (night). They all offer the same damage bonus for the actual summoning of minons, but they have
different features for further use: The Necromantic scroll card receives an extra minion slot, the Ogre accessories get an extra lookout, while the others extend the compensation to other damage types and provide other bonuses. + 20% for reforging all five accessories that are threatening (+4% damage). Buffs: Expert mode only: Total maximum: +224%
(+273%). In addition to the bonus for the ruthless weapon, this is about +282% (+340%). Examples[edit | editing source] An ordinary Stardust Cell worker would summon 60 subpoena damage to a Stardust Cell. After taking the staff to the Relentless Modifier, the staff would summon a Stardust Cell 60 + 18% = 71 sebzésért. sebzésért. Wearing the above
gear, eating food, drinking wrath potion, dousing yourself with water while riding the Cute Fishron, getting bitten by a bat (in expert mode) and picking up 3-stack damage booster buffs in multiplayer, the crew summons the Stardust Cell hitting 265 damage. The Relentless Stardust Dragon's Modified Damage is 47. With the help of summoning potions and a
mesmerizing table, the above allows for up to six summonses (188 basic damage). With the above damage bonuses, the resulting dragon will do an average of 609 (701) damage per hit. For the procedure[edit | editing source] To achieve maximum minion performance single player, follow the procedure below. (auto-pause helps a lot; comments about extra
spiders are ignored like 1.4):Make sure all accessories you'll be using are re-forged threatening, and all summoning weapons are relentless. Prepare one or two bat sculptures in a closed area, which are hooked up to one (cascading) 1-second timer(s). Expert mode: Set the water pool next to the bat generator. Make sure the statue(s) are inside the pool.
Choose a Shrimpy Truffle as your mount. Arrange the desired summons weapons in the hotbar. Wear the accessories: Papyrus Scarabeus, Hercules Beetle, Summoner Emblem, Avenger Emblem, Necromantic Scroll. Keep the Dwarf necklace handy for later. For the sixth accessory in Expert mode, just remove the other 10% accessories from the list above.
If you ice the cake underneath, you can trade it for the Dwarf necklace anyway. Armor: Starts with Nebula armor, a mixed set of handy (Stardust Helmet, Dark Artist's Robes/Valhalla Knight's Breastplate, Red Riding Leggings). Also keep your other Stardust armor at hand. Use potions: Food, Anger, Summons. Use a glamorous chart. Start the timer(s) to
spawn some bats. In expert mode: Let bats bite until they cause feral bite before continuing. Kill the bats until you reach level 3 damage booster. If possible, leave some extra damage. Rush: All subsequent steps must be completed before the Damage Enhancers expire. When the 8-second period runs out, put the Nebula armor back on and kill more bats to
upload. (Your henions will help you.) Then proceed again below. Switch to the mixed armor set above. Expert Mode: Jump in the pool and start the mount. Invite your desired hen men. As a result, six heners (or twins or Dragon segments, or 7 spiders and a 3/4 slot machine) can be +224% (+273%) damage over relentless damage rating. Minion Resources:
Default, Stardust Helmet, Papryus Scarabeus, Necromantic Scroll, Subpoena Potion, Glamorous Table. Ice the cake with five additional heners with slightly less damage: Replace the Emblem (or expert mode, the sixth accessory) is the Dwarf necklace. This brings it down to 212% (+263%) Damage. (If (If a 3/4 slot, summons that spider now.) Summon
another minion. Wear the Stardust leggings,and summon the other two heners of 209% (+260%) Damage. Wearing the Stardust plate drops to +201% (+252%) Damage. (If the last three heners were spiders, summon another spider now.) Summon one of the last two henterns. Note: If the player subsequently loses the many extra slot bonus (removing
accessories or armor, discrediting buffs), the disappearing minion(s) will be randomly selected. Each hen retains the damage bonus when summoned. Results: If you selected subpoenas for both Stardust Dragon segments, the icing in the cake phase will likely reduce the damage bonus for the dragon as a whole, check, but even so it will yield declining
returns instead of the actual reduction in damage. An 11-segment Dragon ends up doing an average of 893 (1,045) damage per hit. If all the minions are spiders, then 14 of them, half of them with this max of 100 (115), the rest closing down to 93 (109) Trivia[edit | editing source] All minion summons items (except Terraprisma) and Tavernkeep's tier 3
foreriding items for staff on their behalf. Tavernkeep's second-level items are all given the word Cane on their behalf. The same applies to the first group of items that share the word Rod. This will tell the difference between look outlevels. That said, a number of other magical weapons and tools are also referred to as Personnel or Rod. (e.g. Nimbus Rod,
Frost Staff) The Sharknadoes summoned by storm crews turn translucent when going through blocks, similar to what Duke Fishron and Pigrons do.
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